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Construction of Soft-Error-Tolerant FF with Wide Error Pulse
Detecting Capability∗∗

Shuangyu RUAN†∗, Nonmember, Kazuteru NAMBA†a), Member, and Hideo ITO†, Fellow

SUMMARY In the recent high-density and low-power VLSIs, the oc-
currence of soft errors has become a significant problem. Recently, soft
errors frequently occur on not only memory system but also logic cir-
cuits. Based on this standpoint, some constructions of soft-error-tolerant
FFs were proposed. A conventional FF consists of some master and slave
latches and C-elements. In the FF, soft error pulses occurring on combina-
tional parts of logic circuits are corrected as long as the width of the pulses
is narrow, that is within a specified width. However, error pulses with wide
width are neither detected nor corrected in the FF. This paper presents a
construction of soft-error-tolerant FFs by modifying the conventional soft-
error-tolerant FF. The proposed FFs have the capability to detect error
pulses having wide width as well as the capability to correct those having
narrow width. The proposed FFs are also capable of detecting hard errors.
The evaluation shows the soft-error-tolerant capability, AC characteristics,
area overhead and power consumption of the FFs.
key words: soft error, wide pulse, flip-flop, C-element, delay element

1. Introduction

In recent high-density and low-power VLSIs, soft errors fre-
quently occur during system operations from several rea-
sons, e.g. radiation-induced transient pulses caused by neu-
trons from cosmic rays and alpha particles from packaging
material [1]–[3]. Traditionally, soft errors occurring on only
memory system seriously affect the operation of VLSI sys-
tems. In order to tolerate soft errors on memory system,
error control coding has been studied by many researchers
and widely used [4]. However, in recent VLSI systems, soft
errors also frequently occur on logic circuits. Therefore, the
occurrence of soft errors on logic circuits has become a sig-
nificant problem.

From this standpoint, many soft-error-tolerant meth-
ods for soft errors occurring on logic circuits were pro-
posed [5]. Logic circuits are composed of combinational
parts and latches. To tolerate soft errors occurring on
latches, the following methods were proposed: Dual Inter-
locked storage Cell (DICE) [6], soft error hardened latch
scheme [7], Delay-Assignment-Variation (DAV) based op-
timization method [8], and methods using C-elements [9],
[10]. Meanwhile, for soft errors occurring on combina-
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tional parts, the following error tolerant methods have been
proposed: methods using time redundancy [11]–[16], ones
using pass transistors [17] and ones using Schmitt trig-
gers [18].

In [10], constructions of soft-error-tolerant FFs capa-
ble of correcting soft errors occurring on latches as well as
those on combinational parts has been proposed. The FFs
are based on master-slave FFs and consist of some latches
and C-elements. In the FFs, soft error pulses occurring on
combinational parts of logic circuits are corrected as long as
the width of the pulses is narrow within a specified range.
However, soft error pulses having wide width outside the
specified range are neither detected nor corrected in the FFs.
In addition, the FFs do not tolerate hard errors that occur
during system operations.

In recent VLSI, such error pulses with wide width
sometimes occur due to several reasons such as power-
supply noise as analyzed in [19] and experimentally shown
in [20], and thus they are not negligible. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to detect or correct such error pulses occurring in a
system. In [21], a method detecting radiation particle strikes
causing soft errors including ones with wide error pulses has
been proposed. However, the methods only detect but do
not corrected soft errors. So, system operations cannot be
continued without recomputation if soft error occurs, even
if it is frequent narrow pulses. Moreover, it detects only
radiation-induced transient pulses. Hard errors also some-
times occur during system operations due to several reasons
such as heavy ionized particle strikes [22]. From this, it is
important to tolerate hard errors as well as soft errors.

This paper presents a construction of soft-error-tolerant
FFs. The proposed FF is capable of correcting error pulses
with narrow width occurring on the combinational parts and
ones occurring in the FF. Moreover, it is capable of de-
tecting error pulses with wide width and hard errors occur-
ring on the combinational parts. The proposed FFs are con-
structed by modifying the conventional soft-error-tolerant
FFs [10].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
shows construction and problem of the two conventional
soft-error-tolerant FFs [10] related to the proposed FF. Sec-
tion 3 explains the proposed FFs, and evaluation results of
the proposed methods are given in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1 Construction of soft-error-tolerant FF using duplication [10].

Fig. 2 Structure of C-element.

2. Previous Works Behind Proposed One

The proposed FF is constructed based on two types of con-
ventional soft-error-tolerant FFs: namely ones using dupli-
cation and ones using time-shifted outputs [10]. This section
shows a brief description and a problem of the conventional
FFs.

2.1 Error Correction Using Duplication

Figure 1 shows the construction of the conventional soft-
error-tolerant FFs using duplication [10]. The FFs are ca-
pable of correcting soft errors occurring in combinational
logic circuits and latches. The FF is based on a master-
slave FF and comprises four latches; Latch1, Latch2, Latch3
and Latch4. Latch1 and Latch2 function as master latches.
Meanwhile, Latch3 and Latch4 function as slave latches.
The FF also comprises two C-elements; C1 and C2. The
structure of the C-element is illustrated in Fig. 2. Table 1
shows the truth table of the C-elements. Every C-element
has two inputs, and it works as an inverter if the values of
both inputs are the same. If they differ from each other,
the output of the C-element retains the previous logic value
kept by weak keepers (loops of two inverters). In circuits
using the FF, the clock cycle has to be set to be longer than
T + τ, where T is the maximal propagation delay time of
the combinational logic circuit and τ is a time longer than
the expected maximal time of correctable soft error pulse

Table 1 Truth table of C-element.

C-IN1 C-IN2 C-OUT

0 0 1

1 1 0

0 1
previous

value retained

1 0
previous

value retained

Fig. 3 Correctable and uncorrectable error pulse on conventional FFs us-
ing duplication [10].

width.
Figure 3 (a) shows an example of a waveform chart in

case that a soft error pulse with width of narrower than τ
occurs on combinational parts of circuits using the FF. The
figure illustrates waveforms of inverted clock signals CLK;
output signals of the combinational logic circuit (i.e. the in-
put signal of the master latches Latch1 and Latch2), namely
signals IN1, IN2; the output of the master latches N1, N2;
and the output of the C-element C1 connected to the slave
latches, namely N3. In the example, the soft error occurs at
IN1, but the C-element C1 outputs correct value (logic 1, in
the example). Like the example, even if soft errors occur on
combinational parts, only if the width of the pulses is nar-
rower than τ, the errors are corrected and do not affect the
operation of the circuit. It is because there is always a period
longer than τ after the output values of the combinational
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Fig. 4 Construction of soft-error-tolerant FF using time-shifted outputs [10].

logic circuits are decided and before the master latches are
closed. As a result, even if such a pulse occurs, there is al-
ways a period that the both input values of the C-element
C1 correspond to the correct value at least once before clos-
ing of the master latches. So, even if the value of either N1
or N2 becomes incorrect after the closing, N3 keeps correct
value using the weak keeper of C1. In addition, even if soft
errors occur in the FF, it is corrected by the C-elements and
thus they do not affect the operation. The detail reason is
explained in [10].

Figure 3 (b) illustrates an example of a waveform chart
in case that a soft error pulse with width wider than τ oc-
curs at the input of the FF. In the example, the error pulse
starts before the output values of the combinational logic
circuit are decided and ends after the clock signal changes
from 1 to 0 closing the master latches. There is not a period
that the both input values of C1 correspond to the correct
value after the output values of the combinational logic cir-
cuit are decided and before the master latches are closed.
Then, the output values of C1 and the FF (i.e. values of N3)
end up with incorrect value. As the example, error pulses
with width wider than τ are not always corrected in the FFs.

2.2 Error Correction Using Time-Shifted Output

Figure 4 shows the construction of the conventional soft-
error-tolerant FFs using time-shifted outputs [10]. The con-
struction is similar to the FF shown in Fig. 1. Unlike Fig. 1,
the combinational logic circuit is not duplicated and a delay
element of delay τ is inserted at the input of one of mas-
ter latches (Latch 2, in Fig. 4). In circuits using the FF, the
clock cycle is set to be longer than T + 2τ.

The FF is capable of correcting soft errors with width
narrower than τ occurring on combinational logic circuits
and latches, like the FF in Fig. 1. The detail reason is ex-
plained in [10]. Figure 5 (a) shows an example of a wave-
form chart in case that a soft error pulse with width of nar-
rower than τ occurs on combinational parts of circuits using
the FF. The C-element C1 outputs the correct value.

Figure 5 (b) illustrates an example of a waveform chart
in case that a soft error pulse with width wider than τ oc-
curs in the combinational logic circuit. There is a period
that error pulses appear at the inputs of both latches simul-

Fig. 5 Correctable and uncorrectable error pulse on conventional FFs us-
ing time-shifted outputs [10].

taneously, and thus there is not a period that the both input
values of C1 correspond to the correct value after the output
values of the combinational logic circuit are decided and be-
fore the master latches are closed. So, the output values of
C1 and the FF end up with incorrect value.

3. Proposed Flip-Flop

Figure 6 shows a structure of the proposed soft-error-
tolerant FF capable of detecting wide error pulse with width
wider than τ. It is based on a master slave FF and comprises
six latches; M1, D1, M2, D2, S1 and S2. The latches M1,
D1, M2 and D2 function as a master latch while the latches
S1 and S2 function as a slave latch. The FF also comprises
three C-elements; C1, C2 and C3. Signal CLK is expressed
as the inversion of clock signal CLK. While the slave latch
part of the proposed FF is constructed in the same manner as
the conventional FF shown in Fig. 4, the master latch part of
proposed FF is constructed by duplicating the master latch
part of the conventional FF in Fig. 4. Concretely speaking,
M1, D1 and C1 form the same construction of the master
latch part of the conventional FF. In addition, M2, D2 and
C2 also form the same construction. The outputs of the C-
elements C1 and C2 are connected to the inputs of a two-
input XOR gate. The XOR gate detects uncorrectable wide
error pulses. The output value becomes 1 only when uncor-
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Fig. 6 Construction of proposed soft-error-tolerant FF.

Fig. 7 XOR gate and C-elements in proposed FF.

rectable errors occur. The XOR gate can be constructed as
shown in Fig. 7. The XOR gate requires not only the signals
N5, N6 but also the inverted signals N5, N6 as inputs. The
C-elements C1 and C2 includes weak keepers, and the in-
verted signals N5, N6 obtained by the inverter in the weak
keeper can be used as the inputs of the XOR gate.

Next, how to correct and/or detect soft errors are ex-
plained.

(1) Soft error pulses with width narrower than τ:

The master latch part of the proposed FF is composition by
duplicating the master latch part of the conventional FF us-
ing time-shifted outputs introduced in 2.2. Needless to say,

each of them works just like the master latch part of the
conventional FF. So, even if soft error pulses with width
narrower than τ appear at the input of the FF, the output
values of the master latch part, i.e. the output values of the
C-elements C1 and C2, become correct. So, the input and
output values of S1, S2 and the C-element C3 also become
correct. Moreover, both input values of the XOR become
the same correct values and no errors are detected. In sum,
the FF works correctly.

(2) Soft error pulses occurring in FF:

The pair of latches in the FFs, (M1, D1), (M2, D2), and
(S1, S2), certainly takes the same value when no errors oc-
cur. Therefore, the soft error pulses can be corrected like the
conventional FFs.

(3) Soft error pulses with width wider than τ/Hard errors:

Suppose an error pulse occurs on the combinational logic
circuit copy1, without lose of generality. Since M1, D1, and
the C-element C1 form the same construction as the mas-
ter latch part of the conventional FF using time-shifted out-
puts, from the discussion in 2.2, the output values of the C-
element C1, i.e. values of N5, may become incorrect. Need-
less to say, the output value of the C-element C2, i.e. values
of N6, is correct because it does not depend on the output
of copy1. If the output value of the C-element C1 is correct,
the FF works correctly like the case (1). If it is incorrect,
both input values of the XOR gate, i.e. values of N5, N6,
differ from each other and the error is detected.

This paper does not discuss operation after the detec-
tion. It will be decided by system designers. For example,
the designers can construct a fail-safe system with the pro-
posed FF to stop the system in a harmless fashion after the
detection. They can also construct a recomputation system
to recover the system.
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4. Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Environment

To evaluate the proposed FFs, simulations are made for the
following three FFs: the proposed FFs, the FFs using du-
plication [10], and the FFs using time-shifted outputs [10].
Various efficient delay elements have been designed [23]. In
this paper, as the delay elements in the proposed FFs and
the conventional FFs using time-shifted outputs; six, eight
and ten inverters connected in series are used. In this sec-
tion, the proposed FFs using the six, eight and ten invert-
ers are expressed as PFF I6, PFF I8, and PFF I10, respec-
tively. Similarly, the conventional FFs using time-shifted
outputs are expressed as TFF I6, TFF I8, and TFF I10, re-
spectively. The conventional FFs using duplication is ex-
pressed as “Dual FF”. Every FF is designed in an industrial
0.18 μm technology with Virtuoso Layout Editor and sim-
ulated by HSPICE. The gate widths of PMOS and NMOS
are set to 5.0 μm and 2.0 μm, respectively, except the inside
inverter in the weak keeper (i.e. the inverter whose output
is the output of the weak keeper). The gate lengths of both
PMOS and NMOS are set to 0.18 μm except the inside in-
verter. The driving capability of C-elements strongly de-
pends on the size of the inside inverter. The gate widths of
PMOS and NMOS in the inside inverters are set to 2.0 μm
and 0.80 μm, respectively. The gate lengths of both PMOS
and NMOS are set to 0.50 μm. Supply voltage is 1.8 V and
a clock cycle is 4.0 ns. In this section, the FFs are evalu-
ated from the viewpoint of soft-error-tolerant capability, AC
characteristics, area overhead and power consumption.

4.2 Soft-Error-Tolerant Capability

Figure 8 illustrates the waveforms obtained by the simula-
tion of the proposed FFs using the delay elements with ten
inverters, namely PFF I10. The figure shows the waveforms
of the following signals: the inverted clock signals CLK; the
output signals of the combinational logic circuits (i.e. the in-
put signals of the master latches Latch1 and Latch2), namely
the signals IN1 and IN2; the output of the C-elements C1
and C2, namely the signals N5 and N6; and the output of the
XOR connected back to the C-elements C1 and C2, namely
the signal ERROR. The horizontal axis illustrates time (ns),
and the vertical axis illustrates voltage (V). Figures 8 (a), (b)
and (c) show the simulation results for soft error pulses with
widths of 0.36 ns, 0.595 ns and 0.80 ns, respectively. Fig-
ure 8 (d) shows the results that a hard error occurs. The soft
error pulses occur at the output of the combinational logic
circuit copy1, namely the signal IN1. It means that the error
pulses affect the output of the C-element C1 and do not af-
fect that of the C-element C2. The pulse occurs at the time
about 7–8 ns. In the time, the correct value is zero and the
pulses change the value from zero to one.

In the example shown in Fig. 8 (a), a narrow soft error
pulse with the width of 0.36 ns occurs. The waveform at the

output of the C-element C1 is very similar to that of the C-
element C2. It means that the soft error pulse is corrected.
Similar results are obtained for soft error pulses with the
width of 0.01–0.594 ns.

In the example shown in Fig. 8 (b), a soft error pulse
with the width of 0.595 ns occurs. Like this, in case that
soft error pulses with the width of 0.594–0.599 ns, for just
a moment, the output voltages of the C-element C1 and the
XOR gate change to about 1.4–1.8 V. However, they return
to the correct voltages, soon. The change does not affect the
output value of the FF and the circuits connected to the XOR
gates. So, we can regard the soft error pulses are corrected.

In the example shown in Fig. 8 (c) and (d), a wide error
pulse with the width of 0.80 ns and a hard error occur, re-
spectively. The output value of the C-element C1 becomes
incorrect and that of the XOR gate turns on. It means that
the errors are detected. Similar results are obtained for soft
error pulses with the width of 0.60 ns or wider and for hard
errors.

As described above, the proposed FF PFF I10 can cor-
rect error pulses with the width of 0.60 ns or narrower. The
maximal width of correctable error pulses depends on delay
elements. Table 2 shows the relationship of the number of
inverters in the delay elements and correctable error pulse
width for the proposed FFs.

4.3 Other Results

Table 3 shows AC characteristic of the each FFs with delay
elements consisting of six, eight and ten inverters. The AC
characteristic includes CLK-Q delay time, setup time and
hold time. The CLK-Q delay times of the proposed FFs are
shorter than those of the conventional FFs. It is because the
inputs of the slave latches of the proposed FFs are supplied
from different C-element (i.e. C-element C1 and C2) unlike
the conventional FFs. The setup/hold times of the proposed
FFs are longer than those of the conventional FFs using du-
plication. For the proposed FFs and the conventional FFs
using time-shifted outputs, delay elements with long delay
time bring large setup time. The setup/hold time of the pro-
posed FFs are almost the same as those of the conventional
FFs using time-shifted output with the same delay elements.

Table 4 shows area ratio to “dual FF” and dynami-
cal power consumption of the each FF with delay elements
consisting of six, eight and ten inverters. The power con-
sumption means average power consumption in 0–14 ns (i.e.
3.5 clock cycles). The areas and power consumption of the
proposed FFs are larger than those of the conventional FFs.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a construction of soft-error-tolerant
FFs. The proposed FFs have the capability to detect soft
error pulses having wide width outside a specified range as
well as the capability to correct those having narrow width
within the specified one. The proposed FFs are also capa-
ble of detecting hard errors. The proposed FFs are evalu-
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Fig. 8 Waveform of signals on proposed FF that soft/hard error occurs.
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Table 2 Number of inverters in delay elements v.s. maximal width of
correctable error pulses (ns).

FF width
PFF I6 0.45
PFF I8 0.52
PFF I10 0.60

Table 3 AC characteristic.

CLK-Q delay (ns) D-CLK time (ns)
FF rising falling setup hold

Dual FF [10] 0.275 0.243 0.069 −0.067
TFF I6 [10] 0.275 0.243 0.352 −0.349
TFF I8 [10] 0.275 0.243 0.436 −0.433
TFF I10 [10] 0.275 0.243 0.520 −0.517

PFF I6 0.240 0.205 0.352 −0.349
PFF I8 0.240 0.205 0.435 −0.433
PFF I10 0.240 0.205 0.519 −0.516

Table 4 Area ratio and average power consumption.

FF area ratio power (mW)
Dual FF [10] 1.000 0.229
TFF I6 [10] 1.281 0.277
TFF I8[10] 1.375 0.292
TFF I10[10] 1.469 0.306

PFF I6 2.218 0.476
PFF I8 2.406 0.507
PFF I10 2.593 0.538

ated from the viewpoint of soft-error-tolerant capability, AC
characteristics, area overhead and power consumption.

In the proposed FFs, soft error pulses with wide width
are only detected but not corrected. Even if wide er-
ror pulses occur, we can recover systems using the detec-
tion capability as long as the systems support recomputa-
tions. However, in general, recomputations require large
time overhead, and thus the proposed FFs are not suitable
for critical mission systems that require a fast recovery from
wide error pulses. For such critical mission systems, effi-
cient soft-error-tolerant FFs capable of correcting wide error
pulses should be presented in future works.

The authors assume that, like other soft-error-tolerant
FFs, it is difficult to detect manufacturing defects occurring
in the proposed FF, such that the defects affect only soft-
error-tolerant capability but do not affect error-free normal
operations. To clarify the testability of the proposed FF is an
important future work. If it is difficult, development of man-
ufacturing testing for the proposed FF is another important
future work.
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